
A  C A S E  S T U D Y

”

t’s safe to say that buying gas isn’t the highlight of most peoples’ week. It’s just some-

thing you need to do. Making this process quick and easy is the goal of every major

retail fuel provider in the nation.

A  C A S E  S T U D Y

Tokheim Corporation, a global leader in the design,

manufacturing and servicing of electronic and mechani-

cal petroleum dispensing marketing systems, has pio-

neered revolutionary work using automated testing to

ensure that the cash register systems in gas stations

control and track fuel sales quickly and accurately.

Specifically, Tokheim manufactures fuel dispensers

(gas pumps) and point-of-sale (POS) systems that enable

customers to purchase gas and various goods at the

cash register quickly and easily. To ensure that these sys-

tems perform to their customers’ satisfaction, Tokheim

spent a lot of time and resources on software testing.

Initially, they started testing the application in a manual

fashion, but soon realized that to remain competitive

they needed to exploit the benefits of automated soft-

ware testing.

To ensure that these

systems perform to

their customers’ 

satisfaction, Tokheim

spent a lot of time 

and resources on 

software testing.

I

Testing For Simplicity—
Lessening Consumer Burdens

Tokheim Corporation Uses Rational’s SQA Suite
to Test The Columbus POS System

As you can imagine, this posed some interesting problems:

How can you “automatically” test a

software application that relies on

physical input from real people? 

How can you collect test data for

someone beginning or completing 

a fuel sale? 

How can you tell how much fuel is

dispensed when that amount is deter-

mined by how long someone squeezes

the nozzle? 

How can you gather enough

instances of these activities, in a 

controlled environment, to create 

a valid test sample? 

The answer lies in the process of simulation.
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Testing ran for 14 hours and 45 minutes on a single

terminal using 16 fueling points with seven different fuel

products. In the tests, 7,689 fuel transactions dispensed

423,872 gallons of gasoline for sales totaling $458,051,

according to both the Columbus POS and the simulator.

From these results, Tokheim determined that the

Columbus POS system was able to handle high volumes

of fuel sales while maintaining 100% accurate money

and volume totals. A side result observed during the test-

ing was the sustained throughput of a transaction every

6.9 seconds while 16 fueling points were active.

Rational’s SQA Suite Facilitates An
Industry First For Tokheim

“We believe the testing procedures developed with

Rational’s SQA Suite represent a first in the petroleum

dispensing/tracking industry” said Tremain. “Automated

software testing of Tokheim’s products has enabled us to

position the company as the most customer-centric POS

system provider in the industry.”

S Q A  A N D  T O K H E I M

Tokheim Develops A Dispenser Simulator
To Test The Fuel Controller In The POS
System

Tokheim was interested in pursuing the application of

automated testing within their product development

cycle, so they used a dispenser developed by their

Software Verification Group to test the fuel controller in

their POS systems. This simulator can be configured to

resemble up to 32 separate fueling points, 16 of which

have outdoor payment terminals (OPTs), credit card read-

ers that allow customers to pay for gas at the pump.

Each fueling point in turn can be configured to emulate a

particular type of production gas pump. The simulator can

be operated either through a keyboard, or in response to

commands received via Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) or

Network DDE. The simulator can perform all the functions

of a production fuel dispenser including starting or end-

ing a fuel sale, selecting a product, selecting cash or cred-

it pricing, “dispensing” fuel, swiping cards at the OPT,

and activating the OPT’s buttons.

Tokheim Combines Automated 
And Manual Testing 

To bring its testing initiative from a manual to auto-

mated process, Tokheim turned to Rational Software

Corporation. Tokheim wanted to do automated testing of

its newest development project, the Columbus Point of

Sale system. This system was designed to run either as a

single POS terminal, with both the server and client soft-

ware on the same PC, or as a server with up to three POS

client terminals. The Columbus POS system can control up

to 32 fueling points (16 dispensers, with a fueling point

on each side) that can be OPT-enabled to facilitate the

use of debit or credit cards.

Tokheim used Rational Software Corporation’s SQA

Manager to track defects and change requests through-

out the development process, assigning software engi-

neers to work on resolutions for each defect or necessary

program alteration concurrently, as they were identified.

SQA Manager regularly sent automated reports to the

product manager that listed the changes that were cur-

rently being re-engineered into the program, according to

the priority and severity of each. This enabled the product

manager to determine the status of the application at

any given time in the development cycle.

According to Tremain, the company had one primary

goal in the testing of their new POS system — to deter-

mine if Columbus could handle a large volume of fuel

sales transactions from many fuel points correctly while

maintaining accurate tracking of fuel sale dollar amounts

and volume totals.

“

”

“We made thorough use

of both SQA Manager

and SQA Robot,” said

David Tremain, Engineer

and POS Test Team

Leader at Tokheim. “In

fact without them, test-

ing the Columbus POS

system would not have

been possible.”

With SQA Suite, Tokheim Makes The
Move To Fully Automated Testing

To test the interaction between the dispensers and the

console of their newly developed Columbus POS system,

Tokheim used SQA Robot to act as a cashier would in a

typical fuel purchasing situation. Robot was set up to

communicate between the POS system and the dispenser

simulator in the middle of the sales sequence. Robot

would send a message to the simulator to start a fuel sale

by “raising a handle” and requesting approval from the

Columbus POS system. Robot would then direct the POS

system to approve the sale. At this point the simulator

would dispense fuel until Robot sent a message to the

pump instructing it to “lower the handle” and complete

the fuel dispensing process. The POS would then collect

and record the required “dollars,” finalizing the sale.

“Each of the 16 fueling points that were used to test

the POS system had three handles. The test script initially

simulated lifting the first handle at each fueling point,

approving each fueling point for the sale, allowing the

sale to run and lowering the handle, completing the

sale,” said Tremain. “The automated test script then

repeated these actions for the second and third handles

on each of the 16 fueling points and continued repeating

the entire process until the required sales, fuel volume or

time had been realized.”

Rational Software Corporation

develops, markets and supports a

comprehensive solution that auto-

mates the component-based devel-

opment of software. Rational’s

solution includes an integrated

family of products that automate

development and quality assurance

throughout the software lifecycle, a

software process that can be con-

figured to the specific needs of

customers, and a range of consult-

ing and support services. For more

information on Rational’s products

and services, visit Rational’s Web

site at www.rational.com.

Tokheim Corporation and its sub-

sidiaries are principally engaged in

the design, manufacture, and ser-

vicing of electronic and mechanical

petroleum dispensing marketing

systems, including service station

equipment, point-of-sales control

systems and card- and cash-activat-

ed transaction systems for cus-

tomers around the world.
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Australia + 61-2-9419-0100

Belgium + 32-16-46-24-11

Brazil + 55-11-829-7585

Canada 613-599-8581

France + 33-1-30-12-09-50

Germany + 49 89-613-769-0

India + 91-80-553 8082/9864

Japan + 81-3-5423-3611

Korea + 82-2-556-9420

New Zealand + 64-4-568-9591

The Netherlands + 31-23-569-4300

Sweden + 46-8-703-4530

Taiwan + 886-2-720-1938

UK + 44-1344-462-500

Toll-free: 800-728-1212
Tel: 408-863-9900
Fax: 408-863-4120
E-mail: info@rational.com
Web: www.rational.com

Corporate Headquarters
18880 Homestead Road
Cupertino, CA 95014

For additional information contact:

Barbara O'Hare                      David Masciulli

Tokheim Corporation                        Lois Paul & Partners

303-773-9300 x221                781-238-5829

baohare@managementsolutionsinc.com david_masciulli@lpp.com
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